
Science Grade 8th1stNine Weeks At a Glance (Week 1-9) 

 
Week  TEKS 

ELPS 
I Can Statements / 
Guiding Questions 

Vocabulary Investigations Assessments 

1-2 8.7A,B,C   What measurable and predictable patterns 
result from interactions of rotation and 
revolution within the Sun, Earth, and Moon 
system? 
How is Earth’s axis oriented in space as Earth 
moves around the Sun in its orbital path? 
What motions and relationships within the 
Sun, Earth and Moon system cause the 
predictable pattern of day and night? 
What motions and relationships within the 
Sun, Earth, and Moon system cause changes 
in day length and the angle at which the 
Sun’s rays strike Earth’s surface?   

What effects do day length and the 
angle at which the Sun’s rays strike 
Earth’s surface have on the cycle 
of seasons? 

How can you use the rotation and revolution 
motions within the Sun, Earth, and Moon 
system to explain the predictable pattern of 
the lunar cycle? 

How does the relative motion of the Sun, 
Earth and Moon change the positions of 
these three bodies during a 28 day period 
(one month) and during a 365 day period 
(one year)? 

How do these changes in position 
affect the lunar cycle? 

Why does the illumination of Moon’s surface 
appear to change when viewed from Earth 
even though the Sun continuously 
illuminates half of the Moon? 
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Gibbous Moon 

Full Moon 

First Quarter Moon 

Third Quarter Moon 
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What are the names and order of the Moon 
phases? 

How can you use the rotation and revolution 
motions within the Sun, Earth, and Moon 
system to explain the predictable pattern of 
Earth’s tides? 

How are gravity and inertia responsible for 
Earth’s tides? 

Why do tides occur on a predictable 
schedule that coincides with the 
lunar cycle? 

What is high tide? What is low tide? 

How do the high and low tides 
relate to Earth rotation? 

What is a spring tide? How does a spring tide 
relate to the position of the Earth, Sun and 
Moon? 

What is a neap tide? How does a 
neap tide relate to the position of 
the Earth, Sun and Moon? 

How do spring tides and neap tides 
relate to the lunar cycle? 
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3 8.8DE What is included in the universe? 

What are the characteristics of a star? 

What are the characteristics of a nebula? 

What are the characteristics of galaxies? 

How is the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram 
used to classify stars? 

What units are used to measure distances in 
space? 

What is meant by the speed of light? What is 
a light year? 

Why are light years used to 
measure distances in space? 

How is the unit of a light year used to 
measure the size of extremely large objects 
like galaxies and nebulae? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Light Year 

Analogue  
Antenna 
Echo  
Electromagnetic 
Radiation   
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum  
Fluorescent   
Hertz (Hz) 
Infrared Light   
Infrasound  
Laser   
Microwave 
Photon   
Radio Waves  
Receiver  
Shockwaves  
Spectrometer  
Spectrum  
Visible Light   
Wavelength  

 

• 
•  
 
 

  

https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Echo.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Fluorescent.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Radiation.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Photon.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Antenna.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Receiver.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Analog.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Radio_Waves.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Microwave.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Infrared_Light.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Wavelength.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Radiation.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Laser.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Spectrometer.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Shockwaves.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Infrasound.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Visible_Light.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Hertz_Hz.mp4
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8.8A,B,
C 

4-6 What is included in the universe? 
What are the characteristics of a star? 
What are the characteristics of a nebula? 
What are the characteristics of galaxies? 
How is the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram used to 
classify stars? 

What have scientists learned about 
stars using the Hertzsprung-Russell 
diagram? 

What are the relationships between the universe, 
galaxies, stars and solar systems? 

What is the position of the Sun in the Milky Way 
galaxy? 

How close is Earth to the Sun and to other stars? 

What is the electromagnetic spectrum and how is 
it used to gather information about components 
in the universe? 

Why are images seen through a telescope 
considered to be information from the past? 

What information about distant objects in the 
universe have scientists been able to gather using 
visible light wavelengths? 

What have we learned about the universe as a 
result of the discovery that light from distant 
objects appears to shift toward longer 
wavelengths of the spectrum? 

What information have scientists discovered 
about objects in the universe by analyzing various 
short wavelengths of the electromagnetic 
spectrum? 

What information about objects in the universe 
have scientists discovered by analyzing various 
long wavelengths of the electromagnetic 
spectrum? 

 

Analogue   
Antenna Echo   
Electromagnetic 
Radiation  
Electromagnetic 
Spectrum Fluorescen
t 
Hertz (Hz) 
Infrared Light   
Infrasound   
Laser   
Microwave 
Photon 
Radio Waves  
Receiver Shockwaves
   
Spectrometer   
Spectrum  
Visible Light 
Wavelength  
Astronomy 
Core (Earth 
sciences)   
Corona Eclipse 
(solar)   
Galaxy  
Red Giant  
Solar Flare  
Solar Storm  
Solar Wind  
Star  
Sun   
Sunspot  
Supernova  

 

   

https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Radiation.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Laser.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Infrared_Light.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Visible_Light.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Galaxy.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Red_Giant.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Core_Ess.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Fluorescent.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Solar_Wind.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Astronomy.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Antenna.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Radiation.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Wavelength.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Microwave.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Photon.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Solar_Eclipse.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Receiver.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Solar_Storm.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Fluorescent.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Core_Ess.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Shockwaves.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Hertz_Hz.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Solar_Eclipse.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Corona.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Electromagnetic_Spectrum.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Radio_Waves.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Infrasound.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Solar_Flare.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Spectrometer.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Sunspot.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Analog.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Sun.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Supernova.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Star.mp4
https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_Echo.mp4
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8.11A,B
,C,D 

6-9 What are the major categories of 
ecosystems on Earth? 

Why are phytoplankton classified as 
autotrophic producers? What role do they 
play in the aquatic ecosystem? 

How are the food webs in marine 
and freshwater ecosystems similar 
and different? 

What are the similarities and differences in 
an aquatic environment between a 
predator/prey relationship and a 
parasite/host relationship? 

What characterizes a terrestrial ecosystem? 

How does energy flow through the 
trophic levels in a terrestrial 
ecosystem? 

What are the similarities and differences in a 
terrestrial environment between a 
predator/prey relationship and a 
parasite/host relationship? 

What is the difference between an organism 
and a population in an ecosystem? 

What is the difference between 
biotic and abiotic factors in an 
ecosystem? 

How do organisms and populations 
depend upon biotic and abiotic 
factors in their ecosystem? 

Why is competition for biotic resources a 
key factor in the success of an organism or a 
population in an ecosystem? 

What are the major abiotic factors found in 
most ecosystems? 

Artificial Propagation 

Long-Term 

Environmental 

Change 

Short-Term 

Environmental 

Change 

Extinct 

Adaptation 

Pollution 

Climate 

 Stemscopes Explore Stemscopes 

assessments 

https://cdn.acceleratelearning.com/CCV/twig/glossary/EN_Glossary_ARTIFICIAL_PROPAGATION.mp4
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Why is competition for abiotic 
resources a key factor in the 
success of an organism or a 
population in an ecosystem? 

What is a niche in an ecosystem? 

How can the concept of organisms 
or populations filling a specific 
niche in an ecosystem help explain 
how competition between 
organisms can develop? 

What is the difference between short-term 
and long-term environmental changes that 
affect organisms or populations? Provide 
examples of both long-term and short-term 
changes. 

How can a short-term environmental change 
force organisms or populations to move or 
become extinct? 

How can human activities cause long-term 
environmental changes? 

How can long-term environmental 
changes affect organisms and 
populations? 

How are humans dependent upon ocean 
systems? 

In what ways have human activities 
caused changes in the ocean 
systems? 

How do the abiotic variables that 
characterize the ocean systems affect 
humans and all other organisms on Earth? 

Why is the marine algae population 
important to marine and terrestrial 
populations, including humans? 
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How has human activity such as runoff and 
other forms of pollution affected aspects of 
the ocean systems? 

What are some examples of overharvesting 
food from the oceans by humans? 

How has overharvesting and other 
human activities caused harm to 
abiotic or biotic elements in the 
ocean systems? 

 

Advanced Extensions:  
Week 1: 
Week 2: 
Week 3: 
Week 4: 
Week 5: 
Week 6: 
*Dates based on 36 week calendar and are subject to change based on pacing adjustments. 

  


